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Abstract
Computational thinking skills will be important for the
next generation of students. However, there is a
disparity in the populations joining the field. Integrating
computational thinking into artistic fields has shown to
increase participation in computer science. In this
paper, we present our initial design prototype for
TunePad, a sound composition tablet application
controlled by a block-based programming environment.
TunePad is designed to introduce learners to
computational thinking and to prepare them for textbased coding environments. From our preliminary
testing, with children ages 7-14, we observed that our
design actively engages learners and communicates
how the programming blocks control the sounds being
played. This testing is a prelude to more formal studies
as we continue to improve the design and interface of
TunePad. With this work, we intend to engage students
in computational thinking who may not have otherwise
been exposed, giving the opportunity to more people to
enter the computer science field.
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Introduction
Computational thinking skills are becoming increasingly
important for the next generation [13]. However, large
disparities remain in populations pursuing computer
science, in part because many students are turned off
by the image portrayed by the field [4]. One promising
approach to address this disparity has been STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics),
the integration of the arts into technology-focused
fields like computing [9]. STEAM blends topics
perceived as “rigid and logical-mathematical” with
disciplines seen as more “creative” and broadly
appealing [7].

Figure 1: Screenshot of the
TunePad prototype.

One example of the STEAM based approach is
EarSketch, an online learning environment that
integrates computer programming with electronic music
composition. With EarSketch, learners from both
minority and majority populations have shown
significant increases in content knowledge, along with
positive attitudinal shifts towards computing [6].
EarSketch lets students remix professionally produced
audio samples with authentic programming languages
(Python or JavaScript). However, EarSketch’s
curriculum and text-based programming environment
are targeted at students in high school and may be
intimidating and difficult for younger learners.
Building on EarSketch, we are designing and testing a
sound composition app called TunePad. Our goal is to
provide a playful introduction to computational thinking
in places like community centers, libraries, schools, and
homes. Learners manipulate a visual interface

Figure 2: Nodes, generator and
particle on the TunePad
prototype.

consisting of colorful nodes that generate sounds. Users
can program these nodes with a visual programming
environment based on the Blockly framework [5]. The
application is ideally easy enough for young learners to
pick up in informal, unguided contexts, but rich enough
to help them transition to more sophisticated
environments over time. With TunePad, we hope to
broaden participation in computing.
Our overarching research questions are (1) how can we
best design a learning environment that engages
novices in computational thinking around music
composition and (2) how do we strike a balance
between playful, informal learning while also preparing
learners for transferring to a more instruction-based
learning environment such as EarSketch?
In this paper, we describe our prototype design and
present findings from our preliminary testing with 26
children. From these sessions, we found that our design
was engaging for learners. Our participants, many of
whom had prior experience with block-based
programming, understood how TunePad programming
blocks connected to nodes. We still have open
questions about how to help users learn computational
theory through our coding blocks without sacrificing the
playful and exploratory nature of the experience.

Background
Many researchers have studied environments to help
children learn computational thinking concepts and
change their attitudes towards computer science
[3,4,11]. The STEAM approach has been promising in
its ability to improve personal motivation and increase
learner engagement [7]. For example, Buechly et al.
showed that using e-textiles to create wearables was

Figure 3: Example of a reaction
function.

an engaging and rich vehicle for teaching computational
thinking to children [3]. STEAM has also been applied
to music composition, integrating music with STEM
fields [1,2,6]. This strategy takes advantage of preexisting communities and interests. These studies
found that learners engage in STEM, and specifically
computing, when it’s integrated into the learner’s
existing activities. We hope to follow this strategy by
engaging learners who are already drawn to music
while introducing them to computational thinking.

Prototype Design
TunePad (Figure 2) is comprised of nodes (colored
dots), generators (black dot) and particles (small grey
dots), which enable learners to create sound. In
TunePad, learners can experiment by placing nodes on
the screen and observing the resulting sounds created
when particles hit the nodes. We were inspired by an
existing music app called NodeBeat, in which users
create combinations of pitches and sounds to rapidly
produce musical rhythms [12].TunePad is distinct from
NodeBeat because by using block code, learners can
tinker with a node’s actions. The generator sends a
particle to every node at regular intervals. When a
particle hits a node, the learner now determines which
sounds are created and if new particles are sent from
nodes by writing the reaction function.

Figure 4: Custom-made blocks
for TunePad.

Users program the reaction function (Figure 3) using
our custom-made block-based programming language
created with the Blockly framework [5]. The method of
programming is based on the object-oriented
programing model. This means that the code is
organized around objects instead of actions. In our
implementation, the code is oriented around the node
that is hit. Nodes are assigned a number based on their

order added to the board, allowing users to identify and
target individual nodes. Reaction functions are written
for each color of node, meaning all nodes of the same
color execute identical code.
There are 12 different programming blocks in the
prototype (Figure 4). The first three are the containers
for each reaction function and colored to match their
respective nodes. The middle five, all navy blue, are
the command blocks. The ‘for each’ block allows users
to access all the nodes on the board. The conditionals
afford the user control over where to send particles
based on color or distance. This gives the user more
creative ability and teaches them about if statements.
The play block is what makes the sounds. The send dot
block creates a particle from the first input to the
second input, teaching participants about calling
functions with parameters. The last three blocks, all
yellow, are how users identify nodes. The first is a
variable to be used with the ‘for each’ block. The ‘this
node’ block calls the node that was hit by the particle.
The final block has a dropdown where users can pick an
individual node to reference by its number.
The text on each block was written so that a complete
function could be read and comprehended with natural
language, yet formatted in a way that correlates to
programming syntax. This way, a user could easily
understand the blocks and also learn computing
concepts.
To help children learn the fundamental ideas of
troubleshooting and debugging, we have begun to
incorporate error messages into the program. For
example, if a user accumulates too many particles on
the board by creating an infinite loop, the user will

receive a notification that the song exploded. When this
happens, all the particles are erased on the board
leaving the code and nodes the same, forcing the user
to correct their work to avoid another explosion.

Prototype Testing

Figure 5: A function block and a
command block.

We tested our prototype with 14 children, ages 7–14, in
an after-school music school in a major Midwest city.
We asked children to use the tablet in groups of two or
three. Two of the participants used the application
alone. Each group was monitored by a researcher who
helped and observed the group. We tested on two
separate days with different children each time. On the
first day, we provided a printed example of a working
program for the students to replicate, and then
encouraged each group to experiment freely. On the
second day, we provided the learners with a printed set
of step-by-step instructions to teach them how to
create a working program. At the end of each session,
the researcher asked the children for feedback on their
experience with the application.
Additionally, we tested the prototype with 12 children,
ages 10-14, during a workshop in a STEAM-based
college-prep program. We asked the children to use the
prototype in groups of three for 7 minutes. The
students were encouraged to explore on their own, with
minimal instruction from the researcher, who only
stepped in to help when a child demonstrated signs of
lost interest or asked for assistance. After finishing
interacting with the app, researchers asked the
participants for feedback.

Preliminary Findings and Discussion
Engagement

Almost all participants expressed interest in using
TunePad beyond the allocated study time and most
were physically and vocally enthusiastic while using the
app. Many groups, after making an arrangement of
nodes and blocks, watched their results with big smiles
on their faces. Some of the groups increased the
number of particles so much that the sound got very
loud. One participant put his hands up to his ears and
commented “Ahh! It’s horrible again!” referring to the
explosion of noise. This dislike encouraged him to edit
the code to improve his composition. We expected
learners to spend around 10 minutes playing with the
app, but most groups interacted for around 30 minutes,
even after researchers asked if they wanted to stop.
Some children didn’t want to leave and asked how they
could play it at home.
Understanding Programming Controls Nodes
The groups showed a compelling understanding of how
manipulating the programming blocks controlled the
nodes on the screen. They would move the blocks and
look for changes in the particles and sounds. While they
were almost always able to reproduce the examples
given, they were not able to fully explain each line of
code. Students seemed to understand the mapping
between a pattern of code blocks and a desired result,
but struggled to create new patterns. The groups varied
drastically in age and prior coding experiences,
resulting in a range of the complexity of their
compositions and their understanding of the
computational concepts.
Intuitiveness of Block-based Programming
Many of our participants had previously exposure to
block-based programming, so they easily understood
the interaction. What we found least intuitive about

using the blocks for musical programming was
indicating which blocks needed to be inside a function.
The command blocks have indents on the top and a
carrot on the bottom to imply that blocks go before and
after, while the function blocks have the indent on the
inside, so users put blocks on the inside (Figure 5).
Several participants put the command blocks on the
workspace without putting them into a function block
and expected it to have an effect. Since reaction
functions run when a node is hit, these independent
blocks will never execute. We hoped the Blockly
notation would discourage this, but it was not apparent
to the participants.
Comprehension and Interest Without Instruction
At the second site, the groups were not given direction
on how to use the app, yet all but one of the groups
were able to create a composition. While these students
struggled slightly more than those given direction, they
figured out how to use the application to create sound.
Their interest level in the application remained high
until they couldn’t understand an individual coding
block or became confused.

Future Work
Develop In-App Directions
We are still very unsure how to best introduce TunePad
in a way that helps children learn computational
thinking without sacrificing the playful and exploratory
nature of the application. While we tried prototypes of
two methods in the preliminary testing, we still have
limited understanding. In further testing we hope to
formatively test different models of instruction.
Improving Functionality

We want to build upon the current functionality of the
application, giving users more control over the sounds
and adding more computational thinking elements. For
example, nodes could be chosen by properties of their
number, like evens and odds and sounds could be
played in different instruments or octaves. Increasing
the possible variables allows for the integration of more
computational theory, like Boolean logic. With more
complexity, we would need a method for revealing tools
slowly to not overwhelm the learner.
Tangibles
We are also interested in studying the effects of adding
physical manipulatives (tangibles) to the digital
interface. Research has shown that physical
manipulatives can support mathematics learning [6] or
can increase engagement [8]. These tangibles could be
as simple as print-at-home representations of the
nodes, ensuring that the addition of tangibles wouldn’t
decrease the accessibility of the application.

Conclusion
We presented the initial prototype design of TunePad, a
sound composition app that introduces computational
thinking skills to middle-school aged learners. Although
we have only conducted preliminary testing, we found
that TunePad is engaging, making it a potential
platform for introducing learners to computational
thinking skills. The continuation of this work and future
studies will help inform designers using STEAM
approaches and create a new pathway for children to
computer science. TunePad has shown to attract music
students to computational thinking and we hope it will
help attract a broader population to computing fields.
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